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Role Model & Theme of the Week
Tony Foulds: the power of daily kindness



Role Model & Theme of the Week

Tony was an 8 years old when, out playing with his friends in a 
Sheffield park in Feb 1944, he saw an American plane in trouble.

The MI Amigo aircraft was returning from a bombing raid over Europe 
when it was attacked by a Luftwaffe (German) fighter, and badly 
damaged.

The pilot Lieutenant John Kriegshauser had seen a patch of grass to 
land on – at the last minute however, he saw Tony and the other 
children and pulled up to avoid hitting them.

The plane had not got the engine left to turn again and it crashed into 
trees, killing all 10 of its crew (their picture is overleaf).





From the age of 17, Tony  started to go back and tend the 
memorial to the pilots on his own – laying flowers, clearing 
things up, making it look nice. He had no help and no money –
he did this until he was in his 80s, 6 days a week.

Obviously, he never met the crew but said of them: ‘ I would not 
be here unless they had made this sacrifice. They are part of my 
family’.

A chance encounter with BBC journalist Dan Walker led to Tony’s 
kindness and dedication being recognised last week in an 
amazing way , including a military fly past, designed to pay 
tribute to the bravery  and sacrifice of the American crew.

Click here to learn more

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-south-yorkshire-47323045


Update on Brexit

Frankly. there is no real change – simply still a lot of confusion & uncertainty!

The only thing that is clear is that the clock is ticking – remember March 29 is the date we 
are due to leave the EU.

The Prime Minister is continuing to try and negotiate our ‘divorce’ from the EU – she has 
been going back and forth to Brussels (Belgium) and was in Egypt at the weekend 
attempting to get more concessions from EU leaders, esp around the Irish Backstop issue. 

EU leaders still don’t appear to be prepared to give the type of changes that will enable 
Teresa May to go back to Parliament and persuade UK MPs to pass a final Brexit deal. There 
is a crucial session this Wednesday in Parliament.

If you had to bet on the likely outcome, many believe that the Prime Minister will be forced 
this coming week by MPs (including from within her own Cabinet) to request a 3 month 
extension beyond the 29 March, in order to stop the UK leaving with No Deal (the latter 
being an outcome most people feel would be disastrous for our country).

Click here for an overview

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/brexit-no-deal-theresa-may-cabinet-eu-leave-remain-mps-conservative-a8793141.html
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Sculpture of the Week

The sculpture on the following slide is currently 
on display at Kew Gardens in South London.

The sculptor is Simon Gudgeon.

The sculpture is called Leaf Spirit.

See what thoughts it provokes for you.





Our Photograph of the Week

Sometimes, among all the angry posts, political 
conflicts, and stress of general life, you just need 
a photograph to remind you of the wonder of 
life.

Overleaf is a photograph printed in various 
newspapers last week – of a fairy mouse, asleep 
in a flower…………





Our Painting of the Week
Guernica – Picasso’s most famous painting







Loving Science: Fact of the Week

Flocking behaviour is the behaviour exhibited when a group of 
birds, called a flock, are foraging or in flight. There are parallels 
with the shoaling behaviour of fish, the swarming behaviour of 
insects, and herd behaviour of land animals. It is believed linked 
to group security, and protection against predators.

In the UK, a great example of flocking behaviour can be seen in 
Starlings – we call their behaviour a murmuration of Starlings!

Click here for an example (RSPB Reserve at Minsmere in Suffolk)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-england-suffolk-46610171/falcon-attacks-starling-murmuration-at-rspb-minsmere


Newsround

Teacher to add and lead on key news stories of 
the week.

Ideally:

1 International or National

2 One more local


